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Sally's Dad is a modern day classic in Denmark

with sales reaching over 1 million copies

across all formats. The series is furthermore

proving its ability to travel: it is a bestseller in

Poland, and translation rights are currently

sold to Faroe Islands, Finland, Italy and

Norway. Sally's Dad is Far-Out is the sixth

book in the series.

Thomas Brunstrøm is a bestselling author,

freelance journalist, lm critic and podcast host

- and real-life dad to Sally and Eddie.

Thorbjørn Christoffersen is a Danish

illustrator, lm director and animator.
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SYNOPSIS

Sally’s Dad thinks that Eddie and Sally are spending way too much time in front

of their iPad. They ought to go out and get some fresh air instead! Because fresh

air is really very healthy. Then Dad gets a genius idea: they are going on a trip to

the woods, and Sally’s friend, Svend, is joining them. Dad is ace at everything

“nature” – that is, if he may say so himself. The only trouble is that nature does

not want to play ball the way Dad intends it.

REVIEWS
"Hugely entertaining " – (Information)

"Outspoken, politically incorrect and free from raised ngers and spelt buns" –

(Litteratursiden)
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